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H.B. Woodrose Reports (also Argyreia nervosa; HBW; Hawaiian baby woodrose;) (474 in total) (see also LSA, Morning Glory, Turbina corymbosa) General » [ [195] First Times » » [ 192] Combinations » [ 92] Retrospective / Summary » more » » [ 37] Preparation / Recipes » » more » [41] Difficult Experiences » [ 107] Bad Trips » More » [ [ 36] Health Problems » » » More » [ [33] Train Wre Wretors &amp;
Trip Disa Disasters [3] Shining Experiences » More » [ 93] Mystic Experiences » [37] Health Benefits [7] Families [5] Medical Use [1] Migraine Away Remember Rivea Corymbosa, H.B. Woodrose &amp; MigraineS What was in this? [4] Experience reports are the writings and opinions of the individual authors who present them. Some of the activities described are dangerous and/ or illegal and none are
recommended by Erowid. AUTHOR RIGHTS: All reports are Erowid copyright and you agree not to download or analyze the report's data without first receiving permission. CONDITIONS FOR USE: Downloading or analyzing Erowid Experience data requires written permission. Erowid Experience The © 1995-2020 Erowid The Most Powerful Trip of My Life. Hawaiian Baby woodrose HBWRCitation:
Birdboy. The Most Powerful Trip of My Life.: An experience with Hawaiian Baby Woodrose HBWR (exp109242). Erowid.org. 21 May 2018. erowid.org/exp/109242 DOZE: 20 oral seeds H.B. Woodrose (seeds) [Erowid Note: The dose described in this report is very high, potentially beyond the heavy Erowid range, and could pose serious health risks or lead to unwanted, extreme effects. Sometimes the
extremely high doses reported are errors rather than the actual doses used.] About 2 weeks ago I ingested 20 Hawaiian baby woodrose seeds. A little backround on my substance use is 4 LSD trips, 1 of those a pretty high dose. 1 day trip, my first psychedelic experience :). 2 San Pedro trips, in which one of those I fell asleep during and another was a micro dose because I took it a few days later. 1
experience with 4-ACO-DMT, which is and extrodenary drug, unfortunately I didn't have a good framework until the end of it. And the 12c-X trip, I'm not sure what it was, but it was a fun trip. Also, countless times with weed, which I can't smoke now because of parole. And a few pills I don't touch at all. Some spice too by accident, but that thing. Now, I don't really know the timing of the effects, but Ill try to
explain it in order. So I chewed up 20 seeds, didn't really care about the cover and about 30 minutes later I started to feel really sedative, I looked dark side of the rainbow, the Wizard of Oz with the dark side of the moon in the back, while coming, while we talked, also with some very close friends from behind the house. I moved, so I miss them a lot, but they helped comfort me. During this time I was
already naked, so I knew it was going to be a good trip. Also, this is my first trip alone, so I was a little anxious, but not until later Journey. Pretty soon I was getting mild visuals, but nothing very intense, I started walking around my apartment a little bit until I realized that I started to get into a thought loop, which the last time it happened on 4 acid tabs made it a little scary, so I retreated into my room. I
listened to some classic rock like the Beatles and the Grateful Dead for a while, but then I got a feeling something was behind me... Nothing was there visually, but it was there. This was when I was peaking and I got scared. In this experience I was looking for ego death, not knowing what to expect. He ignored it for a while, but pretty quickly it was time. I thought a lot about my life and I got to this moment,
that's when I realized it was time. That's when I threw up... Alot... And I couldn't let go and my friends weren't answering the phone, so I was terrified at the moment. I went back on the Ego Death video of The Psyche Substance that helped me quit. I was lying in bed and I looked at my light, and someone asked me: Are you ready now? I had a little converstation pretty much I said I was scared, but this is
what I wanted and it said it was good to be scared, but when ready close your eyes and I'll take you. So I turned on a pepared playlist, turned off the lights, went into my bed, and let go. I remember feeling very sensitive to touch, but then I didn't feel anything, I became everything. My images were these strings that were constantly turning into these 5 dimensional shapes and I felt that my body was visual. I
don't know how long I've been there, but I opened my eyes and called one of my best friends Dylan and talked a little bit. I told a loved one he and all my friends and that I felt like they were my family, like we all had a deep spirit connection that I never felt about anyone. I cried a little saying, I always thought there was something there, but I was skeptical. Finally I felt the warmth of God or whatever you want
to tell him I reailzed there is something in the universe connecting us all and loves us. I realized love is feeling the most powerful because it overwhelms all the others and goes beyond space and time. Throughout the Universe of Beatles it makes so much more sense. Anyway I was coming down and I looked in the mirror and my head looked very strange. I talked to my self a little more, or God or whatever.
When I said that I spoke to someone not as a voice heard it was like a sense of communication, probably from my sub-conciouss of mine. I realized death was behind me as the feeling literaly, and now that a little knew what happened I became one and I no longer feared it, I will no longer constantly live my life fearing the unknown, but except with open arms. A of several things happened, but nothing
could describe in words. ~ Love Birdboy COPYRIGHTS: All reports are Erowid copyright and you agree not to download or analyze the report data without contacting the Erowid Center and receiving First. Experience reports are the writings and opinions of the individual authors who present them. Some of the activities described are dangerous and/or illegal and none are recommended by Erowid Center.
H.B. WoodroseCitation: dAneris. A Taste of Enlightenment: An Experience with H.B. Woodrose (exp84266). Erowid.org December 1, 2015. erowid.org/exp/84266 DOZA: T + 0:00 7 Oral Seeds H.B. Woodrose (extract) T + 3:20 Smoked Damiana To begin with my past, I am an 18-year-old male-to-transgender woman. I have previous experience with another psychedelic drug, including LSD, Mescaline,
LSA, Tseuse and JWH-018, as well as about ten previous trips with LSH. Previous trips could be comparable to a mixture of LSD and MDMA. I started preparing LSH (or LAH) by grinding up 14 Hawaiian Baby Woodrose seeds into as fine a powder as possible. Then I put the powder in a cup of water and added cut fresh mint leaves (due to their acetaldehyde content), as well as citric acid to achieve a pH
around 4. The mixture was then overnight in the fridge, out of light, filtered the next day and consumed by my girlfriend and me. I've each had half the mixture. My girlfriend also took mescaline. I was quite stressed a week before the trip, which just moved from my parents place with my girlfriend, started university. At that point I felt quite panicked and upset. The day of consumption was on the weekend. My
girlfriend and I planned on watching Alice in Wonderland 3D in the cinema while tripping (version with Johnny Depp). Before consuming I was both relaxed, and looking forward to the experience. T+0:00 Subtle but hard to place sensation was experienced almost immediately after ingestion. We then ate a vegeburger and a top choc each from burger king (we suspect this delayed the LSH effect). T+0:30
Waiting in the cinema lobby, the colors became more vivid, the effect increasing slowly over time. I was still eating my vegeburger, but a slight stimulation meant I couldn't finish it. I knew more food would make me nauseless. T+1:00 The movie started. During the film the experience did not seem to change much. The feeling of intensity persisted, I felt like a weak LSH trip, based on previous experience. I
bought some snacks for the movie, but I didn't have T+2:40 tactile sensations were disturbed. I was eating cheetos, and staying on my fingers gave a sense of rawness and gravel. There was a feeling as if my possessions and I were messy and dirty compared to the rest of the physical environment, a feeling similar to what I felt on LSD. T+2:50 I left the theater. So I started walking a feeling of floatiness
and euphoria became visible. The empathic effects were felt, and the need to speak arose. In the next half hour on the road house these effects have increased. T+3:20 When I got home there was a stimulating body load similar to LSA, but much weaker and much more enjoyable. It was around at night, and we went to sit on our balcony and smoke a small amount of damiana and celandine higher, which
produced a poor sedating, relaxed feeling. The effects of smoke were replaced by LSH, but it was enough to deny the already weak body load, and create a more relaxed tone to the trip. As I stood outside, I began to notice quite strong images with my eyes closed. The visual noise I see normally when my eyes are closed, consisting of red, green and blue dots, has grown much more intensely and trippy in
an extremely short period of time. The dots became much brighter, larger, and the spaces between the dots became a deep black mixed with dark green spots. The dots grouped in three in a triangular, rotating pattern, and the black seemed to radiate in a scribbled way. This increased in intensity until the visuals were stronger than my perception of my surroundings. The need to speak was almost
unstoppable. In retrospect, it wouldn't have been good to have been peaking in the cinema, as we wouldn't be able to act normally at all. In previous trips there was frequently a sense of rotation, for example, we would be sitting on a bus [bus] and it would feel like we were rotating on the ceiling. So I talked non-stop (mostly about visuals), I suddenly had a feeling that I had the collision with my girlfriend, as
my mind was released to her. My mind then started to spin forward. Without telling my girlfriend that she told me that I felt like I had bumped into her, and that she was traveling back, while she was rousing her head over her heels. T+4:00 The time at this time has been dilated. What seemed at least an hour was only about 20-30 minutes. So I was coming up I felt as if the LSH had been catapulting us on an
intense journey at incredible speed. We went to lie down in bed to ride him. It wasn't a scary unpleasant intensity, so I experimented on high doses of mescaline or LSD. However, the physical sensation of my heartbeat became quite unsettling, and I had a bit of difficulty in my legs. This is something that happens to me on mescaline quite often, and sometimes even on 2012, where I fear my heart beats too
fast, when in reality it is not. After a short period of time, this feeling became more manageable. At this point in the trip I have experienced both a great boost in creativity. I've always been good with words, but I've started spouting poetry of a quality and rate not achievable while awake. The effect was so profound that I started to test it, talking on and off, trying to get to a point where I had to pause and think
why say it, but the words didn't stop, and were filled with descriptive language and constant rhyme. My girlfriend and I had a suddenly to make music with our mouths in harmony, improvising and creating music with our mouths. Normally, we do that, but we were able to put ourselves in a lot better than normal, and the music we were making was very good. There was the same unit to make that's how we
were going to talk. There were also elements of a psychic connection. There was the same drive to make music/poetry as it wasn't to talk. There were also elements of a psychic connection. For about 10 minutes we stretched out and took turns to describe our changing images, a face of points, a ship sailing on a sea of shells under a sunset, and found that often our visuals would be exactly the same at
some point. I have experienced such shared feelings and images on the mescaline previously. T+5:00 We looked at the clock at the moment, and were very surprised at how little time it had passed. I came out again, and around this point was hit by a massive wave of euphoria. The feeling was like an incredibly powerful beam of energy struck in us, filling us with a level of happiness we had never
experienced before, and certainly never with such a sense of calm, tranquility, and clear-mindedness. This was certainly the pinnacle of the journey. There was no need in any of our minds, no desire, we were simply existing, and were completely at peace altogether. This sensation was characterized by a flood of introspection in numerous problems, ranging from intellectual, would be my vision in the
mechanics of organic chemistry, to direct knowledge of certain philosophical concepts, would be the realization that whatever happens is not changed by the way we feel about it, and that therefore there is no reason to feel negative about anything, and there is no need to feel anything but happiness and contentment that we were feeling. There was a sense of non-duality between the concepts of existence
and non-existence. A deep and intimate connection was felt with the universe and beyond. I turned my attention to people and all their mistakes, would be jealousy of anger and sadness. Without any sense of better, judgment or pride I felt a loving pain and pity for the ways in which these ways created their own misery. Surprisingly, the images were less powerful at the time, when they were when we came.
T+6:30 At this point I was so coming down. The feeling was totally pleasant. The euphoria slowly subsided, leaving a glow of happiness, and the images disappeared. My girlfriend went to bed, and after I spent a few minutes reflecting on my own I joined her. Sleeping was not at all difficult, in fact, with previous experiences with lower doses we were able to sleep at the height of our travels. My overall
impression of the trip was extremely positive. I can't wait to try a similar or even higher dose again. This was easily the best trip I've ever had, though not the most intense. Based on my own experience I would quantify my experience as a + + on the shulgin scale. The lasting value of the insights we have gathered seem similar to LSD, in which tend to fade slightly over time without the effort involved in
keeping them. Anyway LSH is a drug I see a lot of potential in. AUTHOR RIGHTS: All reports are Erowid copyright and you agree not to or analyze the report data without contacting the Erowid Center and receiving permission first. Experience reports are the writings and opinions of the individual authors who present them. Some of the activities described are dangerous and/or illegal and none are
recommended by Erowid Center. Center.
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